TO: The Ambassador

FROM: Robert Clarke, Staff Aide

DATE: 12/18/75

SUBJECT: Itinerary for January Trip to BAM, KERMAN, YAZD, NAIN

**MONDAY**

Jan. 12
7:00 AM Depart Residence
7:30 AM Depart Mehrabad Airport (MAAG C-131)
9:45 AM Arrive Kerman. Met by 2 carryalls. Depart for BAM immediately (207 km).
1:00-2:00 PM Arrive Bam. Stay at INTOINN
 Rest of Day open

Jan. 13
early AM Depart Bam by car for Kerman
mid-morning Arrive Kerman. Overnight at Sahra Hotel
 Rest of day open

Jan. 14
early AM Depart Kerman by car for YAZD (384 km)
approx. 1:00 PM Arrive YAZD. Overnight at Rastegar Residence
 Rest of day open

Jan. 15
9:00 AM Depart YAZD for NAIN (180 km)
11:30 - 12 Noon Arrive NAIN. Sightseeing.
3:00 PM Depart Nain for ISFAHAN (130 km)
5:00 PM Arrive ISFAHAN. Depart immediately
 by MAAG C-131
6:00 PM Arrive Tehran

Haftaz and one other driver will depart Tehran January 10 and will take with them an ice-chest, some luggage, sleeping bags, stove, and other support items.

Party will include Ambassador and Mrs. Helms, Bob Clarke, Jim Cunningham and Maj. Rafaat.
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